
Technology Overview



ONE Inclusive Platform

AI

Marketing Branding

Managing



“Automated Intelligence Built In”

AI

Automated Intelligence 
is something that…

- monitors and learns

- happens behind the scenes

- gets things done on your     

behalf

- helps you be more efficient 

and effective



Highgarden Leads

Expireds

FSBOS

Social Media

Open Houses

Sphere of Influence

Networking

Door Knocking

Farming

Portal Leads

Past Clients

The goal is to get you to 100-150 past clients, quicker.



Lead Gen

AI+ + = Industry Advantage

Integrating directly with Facebook to harness Facebook’s AI allows us 
to generate higher quality leads.  We deliver the exact right homes, in 

front of the exact right people, at the exact right time on the exact
right platform (in their Facebook and Instagram newsfeed). 

AI



Highgarden – VIP Leads

AI



AI

Highgarden– Speed To Leads

Existing leads in your database never get reassigned to another agent.  Your leads are always your leads.  
You also receive all the leads from your listings. 



Lead Scoring

+ = Better Conversion

Whether you have 100’s or 1000’s of leads in your sphere, 
Highgarden’s proprietary AI lead scoring algorithm ensures nothing 

falls through the cracks.  

AI



Lead Scoring

Our system continuously monitors all your 
leads and notifies you when behavior 

changes or it appears likely a good time to 
reach out to a lead. 

AI



We feed our data back into Facebook to keep your clients coming back to 
Highgarden instead of the big portals!

Lead Remarketing

ISA’s+ + + +

AI



Managing

The IMS

• Designed by REALTORS 
for Real Estate

• Built by Highgarden In-House 
Rocket Scientists

• Test by 600+ Agents - 500K+ 
Leads – 30K Transactions 

• Organization

• Prospecting

• Automation

• Lead Gen 

• Lead Scoring 

• Lead Remarketing

• Integrated

AI



Built Into Our CRM

AI

Agent spoke to lead 
- Pause follow-up plan
- Update lead status
- Start property drips

New Lead added to platform
- Start social media remarketing 
- Start property alert campaign

Lead started showing interest in 
condos in Fishers

- Adjust property alert campaigns
- Adjust remarketing campaigns

Lead viewed same property 4X’s
- Add lead to HOT list 
- Notify agent
- Adjust property alert campaigns
- Adjust remarketing campaigns

Agent got busy and lead 
needs attention

- Add to ISA reviewable list
- Notify agent

AI



Organization

Your most promising opportunities. 

AI



Organization

Nothing falls through the cracks.

AI



Organization

Automation and Remarketing (never stops) gets 
your cold leads warmed up.

AI



Prospecting

24/7 Prospecting Opportunities

AI



You Never Run Out Of Prospects

Our system analyzes over 50,000 leads every day and ranks 
them by their likelihood to transact.  You can access this 

pool of leads at anytime.

Prospecting

AI



1000’s of Customizable Prospecting Lists

Slice and dice your leads 
however you want. 

Your lists automatically adjust as leads 
progress through the sales cycle.

Prospecting

AI



Set up all property alert campaigns 
directly inside your CRM

If you forget, your system knows 
and sets it up for you!

Our system not only sends new properties but AI 
suggested properties on your behalf.

+ +

Automation

AI



Automation

Property Updates Monthly Market Updates

Via Text and Email

AI



Integrations

Directly / Automatically have your leads imported to 
our eco system.  We will get your cold leads warmed up!

Remarketing

ISA’s+ ++

AI



You Are in Control

AI



This just scratches the surface at Highgarden.

If you are intrigued by the technology…you 
should learn about our culture, training and 
support.


